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Your Sessions

Session For: 8187 - 3618
Your Selected Gestalt Category was: Lifeform 

 this is incorrect

 Start Time Session: 15/Feb/2019 14:55 hrs

 End Time Session: 15/Feb/2019 17:07 hrs

Session Summary:
There is a tunnel with water, river or stream or path, and our element is moving upstream along the path. The central
element is a golden orange box which also has a tunnel shape. The orange element has got a red tongue and several
black spikes around it possibly teeth. I have seen two nostrils many times, there is regular exhaling and inhaling, the
exhales sound like snorting sounds. I hear people calling at a distance, and there is the sound of bird song from inside
the golden orange tunnel. A string is attached to the orange element and the element can be pulled straight up. The
orange element also contains air. We are floating on water or flying or both.

Feedback For: 8187 - 3618
Grand Prismatic Spring - Yellowstone National Park
Your Target Gestalt Category was: Water

 Date of the Target Photograph: 01/Jul/2001
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Image Source Credits:

Jim Peaco - Public Domain

Aerial view of Grand Prismatic Spring; Hot Springs, Midway & Lower Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National Park. The
spring is approximately 250 by 300 feet (75 by 91 m) in size. This photo shows steam rising from hot and sterile deep
azure blue water (owing to the light absorbing overtone of an OH stretch which is shifted to 698 nm by hydrogen
bonding ) in the center surrounded by huge mats of brilliant orange algae, bacteria and archaea. The color of which is
due to the ratio of chlorophyll to carotenoid molecules produced by the organisms. During summertime the chlorophyll
content of the organisms is low and thus the mats appear orange, red, or yellow. However during the winter, the mats
are usually dark green, because sunlight is more scarce and the microbes produce more chlorophyll to compensate,
thereby masking the carotenoid colors.

Source: Wikimedia

Location Map  (https://tinyurl.com/y7hjb7p5)

Word Matching Feature



https://tinyurl.com/y7hjb7p5
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There is a tunnel with water river or stream or path and our element is moving upstream along the path The
central element is a golden orange box which also has a tunnel shape The orange element has got a red tongue
and several black spikes around it possibly teeth I have seen two nostrils many times there is regular exhaling
and inhaling the exhales sound like snorting sounds I hear people calling at a distance and there is the sound of
bird song from inside the golden orange tunnel A string is attached to the orange element and the element can
be pulled straight up The orange element also contains air We are floating on water or flying or both 

 Number of words and synomyms matching the target: 5

This feature uses part of Wordnet: Princeton University "About WordNet." WordNet. Princeton University. 2010.
(https://wordnet.princeton.edu)

After Notes:

Enter or Update Your Notes:(Updating your After Notes will overwrite the old notes! If you want to add
to your notes, copy your notes into the field and add to them!)

Your Notes

Submit

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

